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内容概要

《理论与实践(解读中共执政方略)(英文版)/解读中国》编著者李忠杰。

Since its birth in 1921, the CPChas won significant achievements
inleading China's revolution, constructionand reform while making
unremittingefforts and painstaking exploration,eventually
succeeding in bringingabout a new outlook to a country thatalready
has a 5,000-year history ofcivilization and opening up ever
brightprospects for the great revitalization ofthe Chinese nation.
In this book, the contributors reviewed in depth the CPC's
gover-nance practice and experience from different perspectives,
includingreform and opening up, scientific development, national
economy,development of democracy, cultural development, social life
and people's well-being, national defense, national reunification,
peaceful development,foreign relations and building of the CPC.
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章节摘录

　　Mao Zedong Thought represents the application and development of Marxism in China; it consists of a body
of theoretical principles concerning the revolution and construction in China， and a summary of experience
therein. All of them have proved themselves in practice. They represent the crystallized， collective wisdom of the
Communist Party of China.　　The second leap happened after the start of reform and opening-up drive. The
main achievement was the development of the system of socialist theory with Chinese characteristics， which
includes the Deng Xiaoping Theory， the "Important Thought of Three Represents，" the Scientific Outlook on
Development， and other examples of important strategic thinking.　　Following the Third Plenum of the 11th
Party Central Committeer Chinese Communists， represented by Comrade Deng Xiaoping， summarized the
positive and negative experience of the Party since the founding of New China， emancipated their minds and
sought truth from facts， realized a shift in the focus of the Party s work to economic construction， carried out
reform and opening-up， ushered in a new era in the development of the socialist cause， gradually developed the
principles and policies for building socialism with Chinese characteristics and clarified the basic problems on
building， consolidating and development socialism， eventually bringing into birth the Deng Xiaoping Theory.
　　Following the Fourth Plenum of the 13th Party Central Committeer Chinese Communists， represented by
Comrade Jiang Zeminr maintained the principle of building socialism with Chinese characteristics. They refined
their understanding of the nature of socialism， how to build socialism， what kind of Party to build， and how
to build it. They accumulated valuable new experience on ruling the Party and state， and developed the
"Important Thought of Three Represents."　　Since the 16th National Congress of the CPC， the Party's central
committee， with comrade Hu Jintao as the General Secretary， has adhered to the guidance of Deng Xiaoping
Theory and the "Important Thought of Three Represents，" and expressed the collective wisdom of the Party in
terms of a new request to follow the Scientific Outlook on Development， a strategy which is people-oriented and
promotes comprehensive， balanced， and sustainable development.　　The theoretical system of socialism
with Chinese characteristics adheres to and develops Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought， and
epitomizes the wisdom and experience gained from the exploration and practice of generations of Chinese people
under the leadership of the CPC.　　It is the latest achievement of China's localization of Marxism， the most
valuable political and spiritual treasure of the Party， and the common ideological ground for unity and struggle
between people of all ethnic groups in China. Its formation and development indicates that the CPC has reached
new heights in its understanding of the law of CPC's rule， the law of socialist construction and the law of
development of the human society， thus breaking new ground in the application of Marxism in China.　　The
two leaps were the historical results of the Party's dialectical handling of the relationship between theory and
practice， and of its accurate assessment of China's prevailing conditions and the application of Marxism. The two
achievements encapsulate the innovative progress of the CPC's guiding principles， and show the path to
revolution， construction and reform in a country like China.　　⋯⋯
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媒体关注与评论

　　Reviewing the history of the CPC facilitates readers' better understanding of the values the CPC encapsulates
in its own development and the principles it has adopted in governing a vast country.　　——Li Zhongjie
，Deputy Director of the Party History Research Center of the CPC Central Committee　　　　The prolonged
governing practice of the CPC spanning its history as a regional power and a national one epitomizes in one
fundamental experience，that is， paying heed to the popular sentiments， democracy and people's well-being.
　　——Li Junru，Member of the CPPCC Standing Committee and Vice-President of the Party School of the
CPC Central Committee　　　　Reform and opening up has brought into place a unique political model in
China-socialist democracy with Chinese characteristics.　　——Yu Keping，Vice-Director of Compilation and
Translation Bureau of the CPC Central Committee　　　　Reform and opening up is a new great revolution
waged by the Chinese people under the leadership of the CPC in new historical conditions.　　——Wang
Weiguang，Executive Vice-President of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences　　　　The mission of
building a moderately prosperous society in an all-round way the CPC undertakes upon the arrival of the 21st
century necessitates further efforts in reform in economic， political， cultural， social and other realms.　　—
—Zhang Baijia，Former Deputy Director of Party History Research Center of the CPC Central Committee　　
　　The new awakening of the Chinese Communists epitomizes in their profound understanding of the
limitations of the traditional planned economy and their courageous theoretical and institutional innovation based
on this understanding which has resulted in the creation of a set of economic systems that are conducive to the
emancipation of productive forces.　　——Zheng Xinli，Executive Vice-Chairman of China Center for
International Economic Exchanges and Former Deputy Director of Policy Research Office of the CPC Central
Committee　　　　Amid waves of rapid economic globalization， China need not and will not challenge the
current world order， nor achieve its strategic goal by seeking hegemony， or at the cost of other countries'
interests. China's rise is peaceful.　　——Wu Jianmin，Vice-Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
10th National Committee of the CPPCC，Former President of BIE
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